Freudenstadt, Germany 2 March 2018

FAI-IGC Reports, not requiring voting:

6.4.4 FAI –CIMP Medical Commission, Juergen K Knueppel

1-The Medical Commission is participating with its delegates in the OSTIV Sailplane Safety Panel. The respective published papers to the need to improve accident rates in WGCC from the last 8 years are still valid to be observed. Published on the OSTIV WebSite. (i.e. Helmut Fendt / de Boer 2011)

2-Dr. Geoff McCarthy, FAI-CIMP, US Delegate, Pilot Physician joined the Advisory Board of the “Perlane Project” of Jim Payne and Einar Enevoldson, to promote the upcoming “Perlane Wave Project” with its high altitude efforts to FL 900.

3-Recent experiences of FAI delegates and athletes travelling to championships and FAI meetings around the world indicate that every nation has to check better for sufficient health insurance for their official travelers.

Anticipate also: Rescue Services, Hospital Treatment and Repatriation Services.

Your demands should be discussed with your national Olympic organization, neighboring countries and experienced international companies for sufficient coverage. jk